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As individual as you are.
There is no limit to true greatness. The Audi Q7 does not just get you from A to B – with exceptional performance, innovative
technology and precisely finished materials, this vehicle impresses with every turn of the wheel. This is a feat that knows no
bounds, particularly when using products such as those from Audi Genuine Accessories, which make good on our promise
of quality each and every day. For you, that means benefitting from made-to-measure solutions that impress on account of
their design and functionality. After all, high-quality standards play just as important a role for Audi Genuine Accessories as
they do for each and every Audi. Discover what tailor-made solutions Audi Genuine Accessories have in store for you.
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Audi Genuine Accessories

An endurance test over
thousands of kilometres.
Nothing but good vibrations.
Driving along a road in a poor condition in the Audi Q7? No problem. The transport solutions from Audi Genuine Accessories
are designed for such situations and are laboratory tested by Audi. The hydro-pulse test simulates a real journey using a special
test bench. During this test, both the vehicle and the equipped accessories are subjected to an endurance test over thousands
of kilometres of poor road conditions. All transport solutions from Audi Genuine Accessories – such as the carrier unit – have
passed these tests, and numerous other tests, with flying colours. This means you can rely on Audi Genuine Accessories – even
on difficult terrain.
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Audi Q7.

Enhancing your individual freedom – transport
solutions from Audi Genuine Accessories.

True greatness sets standards – something that the
Audi Q7 achieves in many respects. Find out more.

Infotainment ideally tailored to you – communication
solutions for your Audi Q7.

Comfort and protection.
Leaving a lasting good impression:
the extensive equipment for comfort and protection.

Sport and design.
Just one of the many facets of the Audi Q7:
sportiness. Personally defined by you.
European models shown.
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The Audi Q7 sets benchmarks in many respects. Progressive design.
Compelling performance. Innovative technology. Plus dynamics
that delight, produced by powerful and efficient TFSI® engines.
Performance that reaches new levels, allowing you to get a head
start on every journey.
But that is not enough. The extensive range of Audi Genuine Accessories
provides you with the opportunity to adapt your Audi Q7 even more
precisely to your individual needs. On the following pages, you will
discover how you can lend a personal touch to your Audi Q7.

Sport and design

9

More than simply
individual: Unique.
The Audi Q7 is the epitome of quattro®, brought to life in a progressive form. Powerful and striking. There is only one
benchmark for true greatness: you. You define your own unique idea of a sporty appearance – with the sport and design
equipment from Audi Genuine Accessories. To realise this goal, items such as cast aluminium wheels in 10-arm talea
design are available. Design can be great – even in the smallest details: The metal valve caps with embossed Audi logo
are to be admired. True greatness is everywhere – all the way down to the fine points.
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Sport and design

Cast aluminium wheels
in 10-arm talea design, Matte Black*

A wheel in an extraordinary design. In size 9.5 J x 21
for 285/40 R 21 tires.
* Your Audi dealer will be happy to provide you with more precise
information regarding the launch date for this product.
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01 Wheel bags
Four-piece set with practical handles, enables easy and clean
transportation and the storage of complete wheels. Made
from tear-resistant plastic. Wheel bolts can be stored in the
outside pockets.

02

Snow chains* (not pictured)

For increased hold on snow and ice.

04

*Where permitted by law.

04

Running boards

03

Cast aluminium winter wheel
in 5-arm crena design, Brilliant Silver*

Complete winter wheel, suitable for snow chains. In size 8 J x 20
for 255/50 R 20 tires.

* Your Audi dealer will be happy to provide you with more precise
information regarding the launch date for this product.
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** Check local regulations prior to use. Ask your Audi dealer about
compatibility with your vehicle and wheels.

Sport
S
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Stainless steel boards make it easier for example, to stow items
in the ski and luggage box on the roof. Rubber pads protect
against the risk of slipping. Each running board has a load
capacity of 200 kg.

05 Valve caps
The four metal valve caps with the embossed Audi logo provide
better protection from dust, dirt and moisture. Available for
rubber, metal and aluminium valves.

05
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Greatness can
be built upon.
In the Audi Q7, space has been re-envisioned. The luggage space is both generous and
flexible – and can be expanded even further as required. Thanks to the transport solutions
from Audi Genuine Accessories, you can significantly expand the vehicle’s capacity in just
a few simple steps. Be it additional luggage, skis, snowboards, kayaks or bicycles, use your
own personal freedom to take whatever you need for enjoyment.
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Transport
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Ski and luggage box (300L)
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Ski and luggage boxes
06

A new design from Audi featuring improved aerodynamics, thanks to
a flatter, sportier visual concept. Platinum Grey roof box with Brilliant
Black side blades and chrome Audi rings give a high-quality, rivet-free
look. The roof boxes are lockable and can be opened from both sides
for comfortable loading and unloading. With internal handle for
closing the box. Simple quick-action securing system including torque
limitation. Positioned towards the front of the vehicle, making it
easier to access the luggage compartment. Available in three sizes:
300L, 360L, and 405L. Can only be used in conjunction with the
carrier unit. Further important information to help you to choose
the right roof box can be found on page 31.
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01

Ski and luggage box (405L)

02

Bags for roof boxes

Robust yet flexible, these bags are equipped with a watertight
floor featuring a watertight border extending 5 cm upwards.
Ideal for making full use of the Audi roof boxes, as it is
possible to use the individual bags in various combinations.
Available in three sizes: S (43L), M (76L), and L (82L).

05 Ski and snowboard rack

01/02

For convenient transport of up to six pairs of skis or four
snowboards. Lockable. Can only be used in conjunction with
the carrier unit.

07
06 Ski bag

03

Ski and luggage box (360L)

04

Roof carrier bag (not pictured)

A convenient way to transport your skis. The ski bag with its
premium design offers space for up to four pairs of skis or three
snowboards, and can be secured to the fastening rings in the
luggage compartment via the integrated straps. The roller system
makes it easy to carry the bag outside the vehicle.

07 Base carrier bars for the roof rails

03

For storage or transport of carrier units and smaller
roof rack modules. Made from durable material,
with multiple loops and a side pocket for suitable
tools or small parts.

Carrier unit for various roof rack modules, such as the bicycle rack,
kayak rack, and ski and luggage box. The profile is made from
anodised aluminium. The carrier unit is easy to install and is
lockable. Maximum permissible overall weight for the carrier unit,
roof rack modules and load: 100 kg.
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Transport
01

Kayak rack

04 Bicycle rack

For a single-person kayak weighing up to 45 kg. Can be tilted for
easy loading and unloading. The kayak rack and elasticated belt
can be secured separately. Can only be used in conjunction with
the carrier unit.

01

02

The bicycle rack made from a specially shaped aluminium profile and powder-coated steel
enables the bicycle to be attached to the car particularly easily. Lockable. Maximum load
capacity: 17 kg. Can only be used in conjunction with the carrier unit.

Bicycle fork mount

Easy to handle. Lockable. Suitable for bicycles with a quick-action
lock on the front wheel. Maximum load capacity: 17 kg. Can only
be used in conjunction with the carrier unit.

03

Front wheel holder (not pictured)

Made from anodised matt aluminium, mounted with anti-theft bolts,
completely pre-assembled. Not suitable for bicycles with a half
axle. Can only be used in conjunction with the bicycle fork mount.

Transport
Transport

04

02
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Communication

Making pleasant
journeys a reality.
Feel at home while on the road – with the communication solutions from Audi Genuine Accessories.
This range includes products such as Audi Entertainment mobile, which provides a fantastic cinema
experience for passengers in the rear seats. Regular navigation updates for the optional MMI are also
available to prevent you from getting lost while surrounded by so much entertainment. You could
hardly be any more relaxed when reaching your destination.

01

Communication

Audi Entertainment mobile*

The third-generation Audi Entertainment mobile promises premium entertainment
with excellent image quality thanks to the 10-inch touch screen – and all of this in
the progressive Audi design. Offering an excellent stage for videos, photos, games
and music, Audi Entertainment mobile includes software that is intuitive to use,
numerous connection options (SD, USB 2.0, HDMI IN, etc.) and a high level of
functionality. By connecting to a Wi-Fi hotspot, users can access the Internet.
The device can be attached in the vehicle to the backrests of the front seats or
used outside the vehicle. Requirement: preparation for Rear Seat Entertainment.

* Your Audi dealer will be happy to provide you with more precise information regarding the launch date for this product.
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Communication
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01
01

Bluetooth® headset

The headset is the ideal addition to the optional Audi Entertainment
mobile, and is compatible with various Apple products, such as the iPad.
The headset can be folded away and conveniently stored in the bag
provided. The rechargeable batteries can be used for up to 15 hours
at a time.

02

Audi SD card (not pictured)

For storing your music: ultra-compact and universal SDHC memory card
(16GB), class 10. Comes with a protective case.

03

04

USB adapter

Enables transfer of music and data from various mobile telephones and
other media players to the optional Audi music interface. The adapter can
be operated via the infotainment system. In addition, most devices can
be charged via the USB adapter, making them ideal for use with
the Audi phone box. USB adapters are available in a various designs.
The high-quality spiral design, developed especially for Audi, makes the
adapter flexible and easy to use. The adapter takes up less space than
conventional cables and does not get easily caught, providing greater
freedom of movement and extreme durability. For more detailed
information, speak to your Audi dealer.

Audi USB memory key

Communication
Communication

The exclusive storage device that emulates the look of an authentic
Audi vehicle key. The key has a memory capacity of 8GB. The special
90° position for laptops makes the device particularly convenient to
use. Suitable for all vehicles equipped with a USB connection or the
Audi music interface. Can also be used as a USB stick outside the vehicle.

04

03

Comfort and protection
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The best means of
protection is to think ahead.
Barely any other car offers you as much flexibility and freedom for your activities as the Audi Q7.
Whether you are travelling for business or pleasure, with family, friends or your four-legged companion –
nothing is left to chance. The comfort and protection equipment from Audi Genuine Accessories
offers numerous storage options and also protects your Audi Q7 from many signs of day-to-day wear.

01
01

Comfort
and protection

Rear seat box

A sturdy storage solution for various small items.
The high-quality rear seat box with a volume of
approximately 12 litres makes journeys even more
comfortable. It can be secured to the rear seat bench
in just a few steps using the standard three-point belt.
Includes a mesh pocket with internal drawstrings
to secure the contents.
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06

Business bag

More space for your business tools. The high-quality business bag offers
you a storage volume of approximately 14 litres – enough space for a
laptop of up to 15 inches as well as the various other things you need for
the office. Can be securely fastened to the rear seat bench or the front
passenger seat using the three-point seat belt. Can also be used outside
the vehicle as an attractive briefcase.

01

01

Luggage net

Protects luggage against slipping. Fixes luggage into position
via the lashing points in the luggage compartment.

02 Loading sill protective sheet (not pictured)
Perfect fit. Made from transparent sheeting. Provides the
bumper with better protection against damage when loading
or unloading the luggage compartment.

03 Mud flaps (not pictured)
Made from high-quality plastic. Reduce paint damage and
dirt around the sill and rear apron panel. Available in sets
of two for the front and/or rear.

Comfort
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Rear seat bag (not pictured)

An organised storage space for the rear seat bench. With its various
interior mesh pockets, additional storage compartment and total volume
of approximately 27 litres, the rear seat bag in high-quality Audi design
provides plenty of space for the various items required on a long journey.
Easily secured using the three-point belt. Includes a non-slip surface on
the underside of the bag.
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Seat back pocket (not pictured)

Additional storage capacity in a high-quality Audi design
with various practical sections – for an even tidier interior.
The pocket has a volume of approximately 11 litres and can
be secured to the backrests of the front seats. The handles
also enable it to be used outside the vehicle.

09/10
09 Rubber floor mats
Made to measure. Offer improved protection against heavy soiling.
Connected to the vehicle by means of the fastening points on the
vehicle floor. With “Q7” logo.

10 Premium textile floor mats
Tailored to the dimensions of the Audi Q7’s floor. Made from hard-wearing,
densely woven velour with a special coating on the underside. The floor
mats are always secured at the front of the vehicle using the points provided
for this purpose on the floor. With “Q7” logo.

Comfort and protection
01
01

Sun protection system

Technical information

Almost complete protection from the sun. Made-tomeasure two- or three-part set for the side and rear
windows. Easy to install and store.

Ski and luggage boxes

02

Care products

Tailored to the high-quality materials used to construct your
Audi. Suitable for numerous applications, either in the vehicle
interior or for outer care, depending on the product.

03
03 Vehicle cover (for indoor use)
Ideal fit, in Anthracite, bearing the Audi logo.
Made from a breathable and antistatic material.
Piping accentuates the shape of the vehicle.
Optimum protection from dust and dirt.
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Volumes

300L

360L

405L

External dimensions (L x W x H)

1,902 x 630 x 376 mm

1,756 x 826 x 376 mm

2,050 x 800 x 380 mm

Max. number of skis

4–6

5–7

5–7

Max. number of snowboards

3–4

4–5

4–5

Max. length of skis

175 cm

155 cm

190 cm

Max. permissible load

60 kg

75 kg

75 kg
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Audi Vorsprung durch Technik

Want to find out more about the Q7? With pleasure.
Experience the world of the Audi Q7 at www.audi.ca. Enjoy your journey of discovery.

Audi Canada
777 Bayly St. West
Ajax, Ontario L1S 7G7
Canada

Audi Canada believes the information in this brochure to be correct as of the date of publication. However, items, availability, specifications, features and colours are subject to change without
notice. Images shown may vary slightly from actual applications. Tires are supplied and warranted by their manufacturer. Some of the cars illustrated are equipped with optional equipment
for which an extra charge is made. European models shown with features that may not be available on the Canadian model. Some accessory applications may not fit because of equipment
installed when the vehicle was built, or due to a specific model line. Please ask your Audi dealer for complete details and verify that the accessories you have chosen are appropriate for your
vehicle and model year. “Audi,” “Q7”, “quattro,” “TFSI”, “Vorsprung durch Technik”, and the four rings emblem are registered trademarks of AUDI AG. ©2015 Audi Canada.

